
WHAT IS OPEN OCEAN ROBOTICS?

Open Ocean Robotics (https://openoceanrobotics.com/) develops autonomous energy-harvesting
boats that collect ocean data to improve our knowledge about the oceans and increase safety in
marine operations. The gathered data can be used by clients in a variety of ways ranging from
improving the e�iciency of watercra�s navigating Earthʼs oceans to monitoring and protecting ocean
areas by detecting oil spills and dumping, monitoring for illegal fishing activities, and facilitating
wildlife conservation e�orts.

WHAT DOES OPEN OCEAN ROBOTICS DO?

Open Ocean Robotics works to help humans better understand, manage, and protect the seas by
collecting data and making more e�ective use of the information gathered. OOR helps watercra�s
of all types navigate the ocean more e�iciently, reducing greenhouse gas emissions from traditional
manned boats as a result. The companyʼs unmanned autonomous vehicles (UAVs) can operate
sustainably using solar power, working to identify the impacts of climate change on the oceans and
the wildlife and communities that rely on them. Information can be collected and transmitted
without the need for dangerous manned expeditions on GHG-emitting vessels.

Open Ocean Robotics can help its users:

 conduct marine operations or expeditions using unmanned autonomous vehicles

 gain a better understanding by turning gathered data into actionable insights through the
Internet of Things (IoT) for the ocean

 reduce their environmental impact by using 100% renewable energy to power the vessels,
meaning no GHG emissions, no noise pollution to harm wildlife, and no risk of oil spills

 monitor marine environments for wildlife activity

 protect areas from illegal fishing and polluting

 monitor changes to critical areas like the Arctic to assess the rate of climate change progression
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WHY DOES OPEN OCEAN ROBOTICS DO WHAT THEY DO?

Founded by two ocean-loving adventurers, OOR takes inspiration from the fact that there is still
so much to learn about oceanic activity and how humans impact the planetʼs largest bodies of
water. The company aims to improve the availability of quality, real-time ocean-related data
and to contribute to our understanding of how climate change is a�ecting our oceans. By
facilitating knowledge-gathering related to Earthʼs oceans, Open Ocean Robotics hopes to help
governments and private actors make more ocean-conscious decisions.

WHERE IS OPEN OCEAN ROBOTICS?

Open Ocean Robotics is based in Victoria, BC. The company works with clients in North
America and aims to expand their o�ering globally.

OPEN OCEAN ROBOTICS’ CUSTOMERS

Open Ocean Robotics works with public and private clients, businesses, organizations, and
individuals who want to gain a better understanding of how ocean conditions impact their
operations and, in turn, how their operations impact the oceans. Applications for OORʼs vessels
can be found in defense, conservation, research, and other marine-focused sectors.
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RELEVANT LINKS

 A New Generation of Autonomous Vessels is Looking to Catch Illegal Fishers
(https://openoceanrobotics.com/portfolio/smithsonian-magazine/)

 Saanich Based Robotics Company Charting New Course for Ocean Exploration
(https://www.bclocalnews.com/business/saanich-based-robotics-company-charting-new-course-
for-ocean-exploration-with-autonomous-boats/)

 Victoriaʼs Big Blue Opportunity (https://www.capitaldaily.ca/news/victorias-big-blue-opportunity-
coast-ocean-hub-cluster)

 O�shore Wind Challenge Cohort Highlights their Work with Vineyard Wind + Commitment to
Advancing the Industry (https://openoceanrobotics.com/portfolio/o�shore-wind-challenge-
cohort-highlights-their-work-with-vineyard-wind-commitment-to-advancing-the-industry/)

 Open Ocean Robotics Awarded Solar Impulse E�icient Solution Label
(https://openoceanrobotics.com/2020/11/open-ocean-robotics-awarded-solar-impulse-e�icient-
solution-label/)

 From Hunting Poachers to Searching for Whales: A Year in Review at OOR
(https://openoceanrobotics.com/2021/03/a-year-in-review-at-oor/)

 Open Ocean Robotics CEO Julie Angus Wins Industry Icon Award at the 2021 BC Cleantech Awards
(https://openoceanrobotics.com/2021/02/open-ocean-robotics-ceo-wins-industry-icon-award-
2021-bc-cleantech-awards/)

 Open Ocean Robotics Case Studies (https://openoceanrobotics.com/case-studies/)

ABOUT ALACRITY CANADA

Alacrity Canada supports Canadian companies operating in the technology sector by providing an
array of services that enable small and medium-sized businesses to meet the right customers and
investors to reach their global market potential.

Alacrityʼs services and support include expert business mentorship, facilitating introductions to a
truly international network of industry and governmental partners, and coaching to optimize
marketing and sales activities. The Alacrity Cleantech Program
(https://alacrity.bleepinggood.com/cleantech/) specializes in a demand-driven approach to
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discovering new business opportunities in foreign markets that have demonstrated interest in and
suitability for clean technologies.
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